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The handles of the lower rack make a perfect
fit with those of the upper one, ensuring a
stable unit which can easily and safely be
moved around.

Units can be firmly anchored laterally to one
another, thanks to special anchor pins supplied
with each rack.

A transparent lid can be placed on the
UniRack™, allowing a clear view of the
contents.

S500-80
The UniRack™
Made of  polypropylene
The UniRackTM offers the laboratory a support far more
versatile and easy to use than any other rack available
today. It is designed to use minimum counter space
whi le  offer ing  max imum f lex ib i l i t y.  Made o f
autoclavable polypropylene, it allows great
resistance to various chemicals used
in laboratories.
On one side i t  can hold up to 80
polystyrene or polyprolylene 10 and 
12  mm tubes, such as 10 x 75 mm 
or 12 x 75 mm sizes. This rack will
accommodate all types of screw cap
microtubes from 0.5 to 2 ml made by
manu fac tu re rs  such  as  Simpor t ,
Sars ted t ,  Na lgene ,  B io -P las ,  SSI ,
Sorenson etc. . .  as wel l  as 1 to 5 ml
cryogenic vials. Flip the UniRackTM over and
you can store up to 60 PCR or microcentrifuge tubes
from 0.2 to 0.5 ml.
Units can be firmly anchored laterally to one another,
thanks to special anchor pins supplied with each rack.
This innovative concept will allow the user to store 80,
160, 240 and even 320 tubes of different shapes, sizes and volumes since the units can be
attached to each other either on the 80- or 60- position side facing upward, thus ensuring
maximum versatility.
It is supplied with two removable handles allowing for better safety characteristics. The
handles of the lower rack make a perfect fit with those of the upper one, ensuring a stable
unit which can easily and safely be moved around. An additional protection level is possible
by using a very resistant and quite affordable transparent lid allowing a clear view of the
contents. More units can be added on top of each other with the lid in place thanks to small
pins located on the cover.
There is a frosted area on both sides for bar coding, labeling or writing, enabling the user to
identify the contents. It is easy to write on it with a felt-tip pen. These areas are well labeled
with arrows to clearly identify which side of the rack the information belongs to. Offered in a
wide array of colors allowing the user to classify tubes by their content or by date, work shift,
destination or simply by laboratory.
Dimensions: 223 x 67 x 27 mm H. (93/16 x 25/8 x 11/16 in. H.)

There is a frosted
area on both sides
for bar coding,
labeling or writing

Rack Cat. # Color Qty/Cs
S500-80B Blue 10
S500-80G Green 10
S500-80O Orange 10
S500-80P Pink 10
S500-80R Red 10
S500-80Y Yellow 10
S500-80AS Assorted* 10
*Assorted colors : blue, green, orange, pink and yellow

Lid Cat. # Color Qty/Cs
S501-80 Transparent 10
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